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Overview 

The purpose of iLangL Contentstack Connector is to provide localization flow between Contentstack and a

set of supported translation tools. Localization Hub is a middleware platform that is used to transfer content

between Contentful and translation tools, such as Phrase �Memsource), memoQ Server, and Textmaster. 

Contentstack Terminologies

◦ Stack is a repository or a container that holds all the content/assets of your site. It allows multiple

users to create, edit, approve, and publish their content within a single space. Contentstack allows

you to create multiple stacks and invite users (if you have required permissions) to the stack.

◦ Content Type is the structure or blueprint of a page or a section that your web or mobile property

will display. It lets you define the overall schema of this blueprint by adding fields and setting its

properties.

◦ Entry: After you define a content type, you can add data to your content type by creating an entry.

◦ Asset: Any media file you want to upload in an entry.

◦ Fields: These are the building blocks/component of your structured content. You can control which

data you want to add by configuring fields and their properties in a content type.

How It Works 

LOCALIZATION WORKFLOW

1. iLangL Localization Hub system connects to Contentstack CMS via Contentstack Content

Management API. Contentstack Content Management API is used for localization flow between

Contentstack and translation tools. See also: Contentstack Content Management API documentation.

2. iLangL Localization Hub extracts the content for translation, applies content processing and uploads

processed content to the translation tool. 

3. The jobs in translation tools are created automatically and their progress can be tracked in the

Localization Hub. 

4. When the translation is finished, the translated files are sent to Contentstack and the drafts of pages

for specific language versions are created automatically.
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https://www.contentstack.com/docs/developers/apis/content-management-api/
https://www.contentstack.com/docs/developers/apis/content-management-api/


BASIC INFRASTRUCTURE DIAGRAM
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TRANSLATION ORDER FLOW

The translation order can be initiated in two ways:

1. Using the iLangL Localization Hub extension for Contentstack 

2. Using the translation order form in the Localization Hub portal

Translation order from the Contentstack extension

When the CMS manager makes translation orders using the iLangL extension for Contentstack, the ordered

request is added to the Localization Hub basket/order, and when this basket is moved to “In Progress”, the

connector pulls the content from Contentstack via Content Management API, applies content processing

and moves it to the translation tool. 

When the translation order is completed, the connector grabs the content from the translation tool and

delivers it to Contentstack.

The statuses of localization requests can be tracked in Contentstack and in Localization Hub.       
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Translation order from the Localization Hub portal

Automated action checks for content in Contentstack via Content Management API based on workflow filter

and updates the data in the Localization Hub content tree. 

When a user places a translation order via Localization Hub, all content available for localization is

presented in the form of a content tree. The user can select Service,  the list of items to order, target

languages, and create a new Basket or Order depending on the settings.
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When the Basket is moved to In Progress, the connector pulls the content from Contentstack via Content

Management API, applies content processing and moves it to the translation tool. 

When the translation order is completed, the connector grabs the content from the translation tool and

delivers it to Contentstack.

 Users can track the statuses of their localization requests in Contentstack and in Localization Hub.   

PROCESSING DATA FOR TRANSLATION

EXPORT

Contentstack exports entries in the form of JSON data, where all entry properties are located. To create a

new version, we require an aggregated JSON structure identical to the source.

Connector autonomously identifies text for localization. It utilizes the content type model to iterate through

all fields designated for localization and extract text. Text is extracted with the JSON path serving as an

identifier. This JSON path specifies the location within the JSON structure from which the text was

extracted.

DELIVERY

When a new language version is created for the first time, it essentially copies the source version. In

subsequent instances, our connector iteratively merges the source and target versions, adding missed

items to the target version.

Upon delivery of translations, our connector merges the source and target versions and applies localized

text based on the JSON path. The challenge lies in merging multiple fields. Each multiple field instance lacks

a unique identifier, so when merging the source and target versions, we can only align items in arrays based

on their sequence. As our connector synchronizes the source and target arrays, it processes items from the

source array and adds them to the target array if they do not already exist.

SCENARIOS IN WHICH DELIVERY CAN FAIL

If the JSON path is not found in the newly created target version, the translation cannot be applied. It's

essential to understand the scenarios in which this might occur.

Here is a list of cases when the JSON path may fail to be found in the target version:

1. The unique ID of the field has been modified after the translation order.

2. Multiple option of the field have been altered after the translation order.

3. The field was removed after the translation order.
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4. The sequence of groups in an array has been modified.

5. The sequence of modular blocks in an array has been modified.

CONNECTOR SETTINGS

Non-localizable fields 

Connectors define which Fields to include in localization scope based on Field settings in Content Type. If

you don’t want to localize the property of this field just check the Non-localizable option.

Non-localizable option� If enabled, the field editing is restricted to localized entries. The field will use the

value of the source-language entry in all localized entries.
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Max length validation

Max length validation can be applied to Fields. Contentstack connector helps to automatically apply this

validation and validate localization content by linguists inside of translation tools.
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Referenced items

Contentstack provides flexibility to build different page types and more than one content type can be used

to build an HTML page. In this case, many content elements can represent different HTML pieces. 

Usually, there’s one parent item that represents the page and refers to other content elements, such as the

carousel, header, footer, etc. 

If you want to export all items as one page, it might be hard for you to select a parent item and all child

items in one translation package. Connector configuration allows defining parent/child structure between

content types, and when you pick the parent content element, all referenced items will be exported in the

same translation batch automatically. This helps to make a translation order easy and improve the quality of

translation by providing the entire page context for a linguist and ensuring that all page blocks will be

translated.

Contentstack workflow 

Contentstack workflow can be used in localization flow in case when content is ordered from Localization

Hub.

During the ordering process, the connector can filter content elements by workflow steps. Typically, the

following workflow steps are used for the source language:

• Draft — initial state of the content.

• Editing — an optional state used for the case when the source content proofreading is required.

• In progress — shows that content is in the progress of editing or translation.
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• Ready for translation — flags that content requires translation.

• Completed — translation is ordered.

When the translation is delivered and the language version created, the connector can change the workflow

step for a language version to the ”Completed” step.

More information about Contentstack localization workflow you can find in the Contentstack knowledge

base.

Workflow is not required for ordering content through the Localization Hub Contentstack extension.

Security

API ACCESS

The iLangL Contentstack Connector accesses the Content Management API securely via HTTPS.

Contentstack account �Username and password) is used to authenticate and get the access token and sign

all API Requests. All interactions with Contentstack are limited by account permissions. Passwords in

Localization Hub are stored encoded with hashing algorithm PBKDF2.

CONTENTSTACK EXTENSION AUTHENTICATION

Contentstack extension authenticates Contenstack users in the Localization Hub by sending the Project ID,

API key, and Contentstack User ID. Localization Hub auto-registers and authenticates users in the system.

The iLangL Localization Hub extension allows sending orders to the Localization Hub. 

When the Localization Hub pulls the content from Contentstack, it uses the Content Management API and

token-based authentication. The API key is stored in the Localization Hub in an encrypted way.

Content processing

Localization Hub applies additional processing to optimize Contentstack content for the Translation tool.

The list of processing rules is defined based on client content types structure and clients localization

requirements. The processing rules are specified during the connector configuration phase.
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https://www.contentstack.com/docs/developers/how-to-guides/manage-content-translation-in-contentstack/


Installation Prerequisites

To set up integration between Contentstack CMS and the Localization Hub, the client needs to provide the

following information to the iLangL team:

Set of language pairs used for localization

1. List of content types that should be included in the localization scope

2. Reference Map of content types

3. Contentstack account for the connector

4. Test environment or test language

Reference Map is a list of parent/child content types that can be configured in the Contentstack connector

settings that allow exporting referenced items, such as the hero section, accordion, block, etc.
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